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Why measuring low-mass 
binaries' activity metrics?

1. Precisely determine the properties (mass, radius, etc) 
of exoplanets helps astrophysicists answer critical 
problems (such as if there are habitable planets).

2. Planet properties are determined by their host stars.
3. Models can make predictions about host stars' overall 

properties, but how good are they?
4. Some earlier studies have claimed that strong 

magnetic fields (activity) can change the stellar 
properties. This is not included in the models.

5. Measuring the activity of stars where we know the 
properties very precisely (e.g., low-mass binaries) can 
confirm or invalidate the above claim.

Since magnetic field strengths often cannot be measured 
directly, this research measures the following 3 activity 
metrics as indications of the star's magnetic field strength. 

1. Star rotation period
2. Hα emission line of the star's spectrum
3. Ca H & K emission line of the star's spectrum

The above metrics are then colored in the standard HR 
diagram (mass VS absolute magnitude) to see if strong 
magnetic fields have significant influence on stellar 
masses.

Target stars' spectra are obtained from TESS (Transiting 
Exoplanet Survey Satellite).

1. This research successfully measures the rotation
periods and S indices (obtained using the Ca H & K
emission lines) and tests the validity of the
hypothetical claim.

2. According to the plots above, the influence that
strong magnetic fields have on stellar masses is
insignificant.

3. Future work should focus on adding more activity
metrics and enlarging the sample of target stars.

Standard Model

Hypothetical Claim

A. Rotation Period

Starspot, an analyzing tool is used to extract 
stars' rotation periods from their spectra.

B. Hα Emission Line
Hα emission line measurement is obtained from 
spectra taken with SOAR (Southern Astrophysical 
Research Telescope).

C. Ca H & K Emission Line
Target stars' spectra are obtained from ESO archive, 
SOPHIE archive, and KECK observatory archive.
S index, an indicator of star's chromospheric activity, is 
then obtained by measuing the flux in the following 4 
regions (indicated by red triangles and green 
rectangles).

Measuring activity metrics Preliminary results on star's 
activity metrics VS stellar masses

A. Rotation Period

B. Hα Emission Line

C. Ca H & K Emission Line

In the figures on 
the right, red 
indicates active 
star and blue 
indicates inactive 
star. The black 
line indicates the 
stellar property 
predicted by the 
standard model. 
If the 
hypothetical 
claim is true,  the 
redder the 
points are, the 
more they 
should differ 
from the black 
line.

Summary and future work


